Installation Instructions
DD-C-JK4-07
Pet/ Cargo divider for JK
WRANGLER UNLIMITED 2007 - UP
J4PC07R3**

VIDEO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CAN BE FOUND AT
WWW.DIRTYDOG4X4.COM
-Thank

you for purchasing a Dirtydog 4x4 netting system.
Please read these instructions fully to familiarize yourself
with the installation. Set aside 40 minutes for the first time
you install your cargo divider. Installation can be done
with roof on or off.
Start with the 4 top straps. The dirtydog tag should be
upright and face foward, The 4 straps wrap around the roll
bar and connect throught the ladderlocs Center the
divider equally along the bar. ( The photos taken from the
rear of the vehicle). The top horizontal strap should run
along the top of the roll bar when positioned correctly.

The outside strap at the top
wraps around toward the
back and up around the
side of the roll bar and
velcro’s on to the strap
running along the top. You
made need to adjust this
strap after the next step is
performed. You should now
have 6 six straps along the
top in stalled. The picture
below is a view from the
front side. Make sure your
divider is positioned forward
and not toward the back of
the roll bar. The very top
vertical strap runs along the
top of the roll bar and
cannot be seen in the
photo.

The next step is the straps at
the bottom. These are a
little tricky. At the bottom of
the seat bracket that bolts
to the floor. The bracket
has two layers of steel with
a slot space in between .
This is where you need to
slide in the webbing. It takes
a little wiggling to get it
through.
Once this is done the strap
attaches to the ladderloc
buckle hanging off the strap
two over

Next attach the ladderloc
and loop with the grommet
strap to the hardtop bolt.
The ladderloc is on top and
the loop hangs below. We
have provided a longer bolt
if the existing hard top bolt is
to short. We have also
provided a nut and washer
for none hard top owners.

Be sure to pull the seatbelt
foward before attching the
next straps. If you do not
plan on using the seat belts
you can leave them as they
are.
Attach the horizontal strap
through the loop and
connect to the ladderloc on
the strap below it as shown.

Wrap the strap at the top
around the side roll bar and
connect it to the ladderloc
on the adjacent strap. The
last step is now to connect
the bottom of this strap to the
ladderloc that you attached
to the truck in the last step

REAR VIEW

FRONT VIEW

Any excess straps that hang out can be tucked in under it’s self.
Adjust and tighten straps as needed to even out the net so it is
positioned properly. Your net comes with a 3 year warranty
against manufacturing defects. Cuts, abrasions, sun faded items
are not covered under the warranty.
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